
ASMSU Senate Minutes – February 6th, 2014 

SUB 235 

• Call Meeting to Order at 6:00 pm 
• Roll Call 
• Review Previous Minutes 

o January 30th, 2014 

 

Rowe: Move to approve. 

Mains: Seconded. 

Minutes approved. 

Move into Public comment. 

Move into Presentations. 

ASMSU OPERATIONS: 

Brandy: Misinformation about reserve, come to clarify reserve and what money was 
actually have. ASMSU made up of three indexes-bank accounts-outdoor rec, 
retirement fund, and main reserve. Funded by years by fees unused during fiscal 
year. Varies from year to year. Three reserves basically are one big reserve, but it is 
easier to split. Need to have insurance money in case of accidents. Funding the 
outdoor rec every year. Retirement fund is for cashing out unused vacation and sick 
days. Important to have money set aside to cover big expenses. To be specific and 
clear. Outdoor rec- $59236.84, retirement- $107,135.00, reserve- $382,464,56. It 
cannot be spent because of bylaws. We need $455,740 by next year at all times for 
2015. That money left over can be spent. Enrollment causes revenue increases. If we 
go over budget one year, we need that cushion in case of short falling revenue. In the 
bylaws, if that happens, that 40% increase has to come back for three years. If you 
fall by $100,000 you have to get $180,000. We have done a lot with the reserve, but 
we still need to consider the merit of events and spend it wisely. Have the ability to 
change bylaws from 40% to a lower amount, but it is not advised to do so. Finance 
board should be consulted before we do that. Do research before doing any of this. If 
you have questions, talk to Erica Dunn, Finance board, and Brandi Higgins. Reach 
out to me at brandi.m.higgins@gmail.com 

Rowe: For our bylaws, have we changed that percentage at all? 

Brandi: It’s been 40%. 

Cowles: I think we should applause Brandi, she has done a lot these last couple 
years. 
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Green: Give chair to Murdock. 

Murdock: I just wanted to say thank you again. 

LEGAL AID 

Phyllis: Turning to the budget, my salary with benefits, some revenue, which is legal 
aide appointments. Originally legal services were free, so we instituted nominal fee. 
There is a line under there for books, code annotated, then the MT supreme court 
comes once a year in Bozeman, we fund that so that is in the budget. I am your 
attorney. I only represent you guys. I go once a year to a legal conference. It aims at 
what I deal with. Mainly, did I get back at my deposit, did I get a Dui, that type of 
stuff. I am agency counsel for ASMSU. I review contracts; we have had trouble with 
insurance.  

Cowles: Any finance board members have questions? If you could elaborate on 
continuing education fees? 

Phyllis: I have to have 15 hours of 

Rowe: Just wanted to thank you for your services. 

STUDENT POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEE 

Aubrey: My goals and mission statements are ASMSU political programs to educate 
students, get them more excited about politics in MT, educate and engage students, 
create education forms on policy that effects students and residents. Make better 
communication among everyone. For lobbyist position, the stipend changed 
significantly, there was a miscalculation last year, this year it will fall, stipend three 
2800 for fall, and spring will be tear one with 5500 living in Helena. We called up 
joint commission committee, assuming holding it at city hall next year we wont need 
to provide food, decreased flyers, for political action issues that is the budget for the 
forums. Hoping to have two next year. Student lobbyist housing stipend in Helena, 
printing, lobbyist registration, gas reimbursement for four round trips form 
Bozeman to Helena to have better communication. Fall lunch in, our district 
legislators, 25 people, 15 dollars a person. Good neighbor committee, they want 
ASMSU to cover printing costs for bags, 4-5 rounds a year. Had to use some funding 
for that. Door hangers, budgeted those, 3 rounds of 400 door hangers. Recipe cards 
for thanksgiving round worked into budget. Student trip to Helena, rent two 
suburban’s form enterprise that is the cost of rental and gas and lunch.  

Ten minutes for questions. 

Rowe: Are you going to over see hiring process for lobbyists? 

Murdock: New executive hire all new positions, new VP will work with them to hire 
lobbyist. 

Kirby: I understand combining UM and …. 



Murdock: this had not been decided yet with mass, Danny and Asa, lobbyist last 
year, they don’t think that higher education can be done by one student, we would 
have one mass lobbyist them they would work with UM and ASMSU lobbyists to 
work together. 

Mains: I was at the DR task force for Bozeman, so I was thinking you and matt could 
get on the same page there, good... committee was there as well. They were not 
happy with the MSU attendance. 

Aubrey: I would be happy to attend those I was unaware 

Cowles: We have a lot to cut with nonessential programs, if we decide not to fund 
the good… committee with they still go on and function okay without our help 

Aubrey: It is not crucial, and they would go on, they have asked to fund a lot, so we 
would have to pay fro it anyway and go through president. Shared total coast for 
good neighbor 

Nesbitt: If you could clarify the miscalculation for on-year off-year legislator. 

Brandi: We budgeted for three months, but they were in for four, and also the 
stipend with being in Helena to not being in Helena got confused. 

Birky: This has struggled and Aubrey has done a great job figuring it all out. 

ARTS AND EXHIBITS  

Didn’t show. 

CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT 

 
Eric: There is one correction I would like to make, the total is actually 58757, I made 
a last minute change on one of the director stipends. SO essentially, this year I am 
proposing to raise the budget by 7361 by adding what comes out to be two more 
large events. The reason I proposed this is because campus entertainments is 
moving in better direction and the last few shows have been very successful. I want 
to regulate events. To have about one large event per month. I want to go over the 
shows this year that were completed. Green sky blue grass show exceeded 
expectations 550 people. Comedy show, at capacity at Reynolds hall. Gift of gab 
show had 220 people present. Bringing wide range of music and comedy events, 
looking at a diverse music range trying to reach everyone interests. Structures to 
move money into a pool system for more flexibility in the budget for each show, 
never know about last minute things in pricing. If over budget for large local band 
shows into a pool for large concert events. I eliminated that for flexibility with using 
local bands for openers for larger bands. Total fewer than 32000 dollars, about six 
events, 5300/show. If there was a larger show, we would charge tickets, if it is 
smaller then it would be free. If it was below 5300 it would be free, if over, it would 
be ticketed. Break down is self-explanatory.  



The next item I have changed quite a bit which is the lay low shows. Recent one 
went well. Cut budget in half because I saw a lot of waste and unnecessary spending 
for such small artists-Montana musicians. It wont sacrifice quality or number of 
shows. Large comedy shows, one show/semester. At 4000/each. Operating under 
same pool rule as the concerts. I cut advertisement budget, a little over half because 
it has been less expensive then thought to be. The NACCA, would move to admin 
budget, it benefits people outside of my department. It would be more appropriate, 
it involved spirit and entertainment. I moved that 4700 into the budget for shows. 
The stipends and associate pay, 2 assoc, I director, same as last year. 10824$. Kept 
overhead where it is as well. 

10 minutes for questions. 

Cristando: If you had to cut one event that wouldn’t affect budget, what would it be?  

Eric: Bringing comedy shows down to one, I added another one in because they 
went so well. 

Cristando: Homecoming, could we move the band to the DJ. Could we take 350 away 
and use DJ from productions? 

Eric: It’s an artist so either way it will be a decision to make closer to the time. 

Murdock: We have been fortunate to have DJs and productions people, we can’t 
assume they can do it. 

Cowles: Shameless plug, Eric has done an amazing job making the most of a budget 
that was cut by over 100000, these past two years. Made money off of event last 
week, this area affects students, they show up and it is a high value program we 
offer, we should be careful making cuts, Eric has made the most of what we can, 
cutting where he sees fit. Making our dollars go as far. 

Irwin: Equipment rentals, working with the programs can we bring that down for 
large concerts? 

Eric: That is a fair price for what we need to rent, that might even be low for some 
shows, 500/show for the green sky show it was necessary for 200 in lights and 300 
in extra sound equipment that made it a pro show. The size of show, 500/show is 
reasonable. 

Polukoff: Direct to Alex. 

Alex: It will help effect the cost, but wont remove it, there isn’t a single upgrade for 
equipment at all anymore, we are bare bone, so we need these rentals to get up to 
that level, it has to be budgeted. Lets hope I’m back next year, but double tasking, 
and relying on DJ is going to be hard and unfair right now 

Polukoff: How do you decide how much per show? 



Eric: it is total coast of show including artist, rental, and place it happens in. that is 
the guideline to stick to. 

Nesbitt: Having heard what Cowles outline in terms of drastic decrease, and with 
what Cristando said about removing one event, will that hold true? In terms of 
having to rent equipment, is that 4000 necessary to keep or could we take it out 
without affecting the way the budget at all 

Eric: one less show is that much less for students to do, overall, I picked that not to 
complicate the small parts of the budget that could add up, its easier to put it aside 
as a group total, rather than money form here and here. 

End of questions. 

Cowles opens floor to finance board. 

SUNDANCE 

David: Procrastinator budget, going up this year 63167, increase of 13000. 27% 
increase. Essential stuff. Labor overall is going up 4500 dollars. For increase of pay, 
work-study grants are down. They give about half as much for that, minimum wage 
went up to 7.90. 10 cent per month raise. Tier one stipend for the director, herds a 
lot of cats, 120 for workman’s comp. Daily theatre operations is going up, film rental 
and advertising. Rental has been a 25-film budget; we should show 14 different 
films a semester. Films are about 1300-1500 each. $42,000 for film rental. Shipping 
varies a lot DVD vs. film. We get a lot on film. DVD is 20 bucks for shipping. $3,920 
for shipping/year. Porters, 2 posters for one film, 280$ for films. 1/12 page ad in 
exponent. 1190, exponent ads. Copycats is down a bit, can’t put any up in dorms 
anymore. 120 prints every three weeks. 1320 for prints. Big increase there is 
because we are budgeting for 28 films to show diff movie each week. Ticket sales 
goal has been 10000$, that is close to what they have done, this year we are already 
at 9500, but I don’t want to raise that until proof of sustainability growth. Rocky 
horror picture show, love it, we were packed both nights. Fund drive for the food 
bank, 1200 for the film rental, advertising 120, 50 for shipping, 100 supplies, we 
went over this year so we have leftovers, food for employees. Pre expo, included a 
movie in the budget. 700for film rental, for a one time or two time showing, 120 for 
advertising for poster, 155 for food has been in it for a couple years. Sundance film 
festival, beneficial, you can read details. I brought it down, only need one for the 
director they benefit most. It is goof for programming not really for other things 
bringing down to 800. Maintenance, 200 dollars.  

Cristando: We were thinking about cutting directors phone, how much do you use 
it? 

David: I use it a lot; I talk to distributers all the time. 

Cristando: Would it hurt if you had to share a phone? 



David: No but it is nice to have your own phone. 

Cowles: Would you use your personal phone? 

David: I would not like to do that I use a lot of minutes. 

Cristando: What is the pro expo? 

David: It is a celebration of art and a Comicon type of thing; we show a movie and go 
for a comic book type of movie. Nerd fest, looking forward to it. 

Brandi: They bought pizza, and had dress ups, and artist show comic book type stuff. 

Cowles: Directed to Murdock. 

Murdock: This is super detailed, everyone should read this, it sounds like you 
utilized that time well, now I support Sundance, I am now a believer, you talk about 
not always getting the best film movies, but getting the right movie for campus. I 
applaud you and working to appease your constituency. This set the bar high for 
directors to come. 

Cowles: Great job, I’m guessing the additional 100 hours is the increase in movies? 

David: No, that’s not additional, that how much more the productionist works to go 
in and build the films, 100 more hours than other employees. 

Cowles: Percent of DVD vs. Film? 

David: I wish it was 100% film, but it is about 80%. 

Cowles: what is our attendance this semester 

David: 1500 in revenue, for January, monthly goal is about 1450. Last year we 
doubled and tripled in the month.  

Erwin: On the rocky horror picture show how much would it cost to buy it with 
licensing? 

David: It might be an interesting thing to look at, it is old, and broke on us, it is cool 
to have that one on film even if we upgraded soon. 

Schaff: What happens with posters after premiere? 

David: I sell them for five dollars apiece back to the students, and also sell them at 
pro expo. 

Schaff: Would there be a deal if you bought five posters of the same movie? 

David: Yeah we could do that. 



Rowe: You are doing awesome, about rocky horror, as you collect those cans, does it 
go through our can the Griz food drive? 

David: No, I took it straight there. 

Polukoff: About the Sundance, are you going to be able to show these movies? 

David: They’d be the same cost as the other movies, and it depends if Swaint gets 
them. Yeah, if criterion gets them as well, it’s still up in the air. Negative to festival. 

Nesbitt: How much for admission? 

David: Two dollars per show except Thursday night show is one dollar. It’s 
important, and we want to keep it super cheap 

Nesbitt: In what ways other than going to the Sundance, what ways do 
procrastinator understand the needs of the constituents? 

David: We see what people show up to and what they don’t we look at reviews and 
box office. We research and then give it a go. This year has been educational and we 
are learning a lot about what they like and what they don’t. 

Cowles: Do you charge for the same rocky horror as a normal show? 

David: No, they donate cans of food. 

Cristando: We own the theatre right? 

David: No, we have it reserved for conference times, we get to do what we want with 
it at those times others can reserve it. 

Rowe: Last year, procrastinator, allowed members of ASMSU to attend events for 
free is that still the case? 

David: Yes, but people have been lying about it to get in wear your nametag and tell 
them David is okay with it. 

Oak: It is important to understand the programs, but let’s limit questions to budget. 
Talk about other stuff after the meeting. 

Concludes presentations.  

Bill 2014 0-1 Senate appropriate bill. 

Second reading of bill.  

Rowe motions to approve. 

Seconded by Kirby. 

Open discussion. 



Rowe: I believe all sponsors go to talk to you, this does after HHDC was not filled for 
multiple weeks, we contacted dean, no one applied. So we added this to bylaws. The 
end just says that it will move to at large position and go back n case they vacate. 
Full support. 

Mains: Where is the presidential signature? 

Oak: Has to be passed to be signed. 

Kirby: This makes it consistent with section 7-12 with elections in the bylaws. 

Schaff: This is great to have in place, as a back up and is a great idea. More people try 
to apply for at large seats, it will balance out student constituents. 

Cowles: Under section two is not in agreement with 7-12 is it appropriate to amend, 
I move to amend section two to agree with section 7-12, it shall be open as an at 
large seat after 3 academic days. 

Cowles: I wish to amend the amendment; it shall be open as an at large seat three 
academic days following the reelection app deadline and should remain an at large 
seat until next senate is sworn in to office. 

Mains seconded amendment. 

Cristando: The beginning intention to return to the college if something happened to 
senator Vander… that large seat should return to the college for two weeks. 

Oak: That is the wording of the bill. 

Cowles: I only amend the three days to be academic days, the rest stays the same.  

Miller: This will extend three days after the deadline why is that good? 

Cowles: I want it to reflect, we have problems in our bylaws, it also gives Janet a 
second chance to give a chance to promote it to the college. 

Oak: Senate apps are handled by me and not Janet. 

Erwin: Could we spell Cristando’s name correctly. 

Placard vote. 

17-0-0, Cowles is abstained not in the room. 

Dale: This does not hurt us by adding this, gives more opportunity, having a quorum 
is something we need to think of. 

End of discussion. 

Move into vote. 



Abstention- Cowles was not present in the room. 

First reading of 2014 Bill 4-R-03. 

Green: This was unanimously voted on, Alex was here, he wanted to speak on it, he 
felt comfortable going forward with this to vote on it tonight. You received an email 
last week.  

Cristando: I do not think that it should be a reason to suspend the rules. 

Erica: That was not Alex’s fault, if this had gone through the process he would have 
had it approved or denied in time, they have an event the 24th, I would hate for this 
body to hold this up when it was not the directors fault. I think it would be good to 
suspend the rules to get Alex the things he needs. 

Rowe: Yield to Alex. 

Alex: Basically, we do have a time deadline, the 25th we are trying to do English 
beats, we will have to rent if this does not go through the contracts are signed. We 
can definitely rent but it spends more money.  

Rowe: If we approve this tonight you will for sure have it in time? 

Alex: Yes, we will definitely have enough time, if suspended to next week it would be 
pushing it very tight. 

Green: This would have been brought up if not for transition process, possibly 
amending, after finance board meeting, majority stands by amendment.  

Green moves to suspend the rules and first reading. 

Seconded by Mains. 

Schaff: Could we get a total of the supplemental? 

Dunn: It would come out of the reserve, financially it makes sense, and however if it 
doesn’t say on the supplemental, I think that should be amended. We have a little 
over 20,000 in supplemental. 

Cowles: There’s a bout $24,000 sitting in supplemental. I would like to amend the 
request to replace supplemental with reserve.  

Seconded by Kirby. 

Cowles: Yield to Dunn. 

Dunn: We should not be amending until we discuss the suspension of the rules. 

Cowles: Move to remove amendment. 

Dale: Move for a decision. 



16 votes to suspend the rules. 

Schaff: I move to approve. 

Seconded by Dale. 

Cowles: I move to amend the funds from supplemental to the reserve. 

Seconded by Erwin. 

Discussion. 

Green: I marked supplemental, Brandi didn’t care where it came from, and anything 
from supplemental goes into reserve anyway. 

Cristando: This is just taking more out of reserve, what if we can’t replenish the 
reserve? 

Green: It all comes out of same pot; it has to come out of the reserve because it is 
over the limit. 

Dale: Because Dunn suggested it was a good idea; it probably is a good idea. 

Green: Move to previous question. 

Seconded by Monteith. 

16-1-0 votes. 

Motion passes. 

17-0-0. 

Amendment passes. 

Cristando: Move to Dunn. 

Dunn: There had been frustration, I encourage someone to ask Alex his thoughts and 
feelings; I talked to him to talk to finance board. This is the only dept. we asked to do 
this. Directors can spend their money on what they want. We should never been 
spending outside of something we budget for, to account for these things would be 
smart. Go by consistency. Best financial practices, confirmation process, we didn’t 
have anything in place to stop Alex from spending money where he wants. 

Cristando: Moves to Alex. 

Alex: Production is just about at 200%, we have 1000 extra, 200 have not been 
collected yet, and we are currently on a collections track. As of now, there is really 
only $800, I am guessing that will increase. Upcoming events will bring in more 
revenue. Productions has no line up to get new equipment, we are under the 
equipment for things we put together, we want to better events, we need about 



$12,000 for new lighting. We are tight on some stuff, have to cut some stuff, and 
with new lighting would benefit productions and entertainment. We should not be 
spending money on extra lighting. We need speakers first because, if we don’t have 
sound we don’t have an event. If it is a fear that we are spending this money on 
something appropriate. We need a lot of things, but to give this money back to 
reserve, it gets us farther away from what we need. People charge for services, so 
we have to treat this like student fees as well. This is not that large of an amount. It 
helps our service continue keep getting better. 

Cristando: I like confirmation notification system, since we do not have anything in 
place I would like to amend the reserve that we have now to just regard the 
revisement up to $5,833.97 of his excess revenue. 

Seconded by Berry. 

Enter discussion. 

Green: I do not think striking this amendment is a good idea. As we move forward, 
this is a priority of what they are going to be used for. I would not get upset about 
something like that then say it is okay. If equipment is needed Alex is doing a great 
job of working with that. Things have changed since we approved the 
procrastinator. I recognize Dunn. 

Dunn: Two people spoke other than Brandi, and one was Cristando who was against 
but now is for. Changing the rules in the middle of the year would be wrongful of 
you.  

Green: as far as finance board not making a clear statement, I figured they wanted 
this too. I will be voting against it. 

Cowles: I had an exam during that meeting, but seeing there is no policy I think 
finance board decision to make that change is them expressing their discontent with 
how excess revenue in budgets are working, productions do need more equipment 
we should move with the amended version. 

Schaff: I want clarify on this amendment, I do not see the relevancy. 

Cristando: We will give you the excess but we want you to replace the money 
eventually, it is like a loan. 

Cowles: The stipulation was we didn’t know how much he would have but up to 
5300 something would go back to paying for the speakers. 

Nesbitt: Confirmation notification, what is it exactly? 

Dunn: If you are not going to use the money for budget, comet o business manager, 
and tell them about what you are going to spend it on. Confirmation is a one-week 
process and goes through you, and we vote on it. 



Cristando: I changed my mind because confirmation notification needs to be 
changed to with our budget, but we need to keep things consistent. Next year go to 
confirmation notification. 

Move to amendment vote.  

13-2-3 Miller, Dale, and Schaff abstain. 

Green: this is unanimous for finance board 

Cowles; it requires everyone get on board with it 2/3 vote 

15-3-2. 

Motion passes. 

Admin reports. 

Murdock: Recruit for elections, or if rerunning get app in on Monday! If we have a 
primary work to educate why we are having two elections. Recruit people to vote. 
Remember that new people wont get sworn in until budget is closed. Leadership 
institute follow-up, we were going to pull out budget and make it a fee. The Provos 
office will take that, both will be overseen in the Provos office. In order to insure we 
have enough student input, we will have one student one at large and enough 
student and ASMSU rep. we need input form national board as well and keep 
networks. At university counsel passed…, space management also passed, common 
hour exams… another knot in state wide.. sexual assault awareness. In September, … 
board of regants.. keep student driven. VBSS student meeting tomorrow. I will be 
out of town next thurs-mon. lastly, our conduct in here ocudl be better, we need to 
shape up. Represent ourselves, and students really well. When you vote, you say I or 
nay.  

Dunn: Exec met, productions storage unit is still up in the air, KGLT we cut decs 
phone book advertising, we asked about office supplies budget, we pay for her cell 
phone that is 780 dollars. Late night food cuts for staff meeting to 100$, the extra 
100 they keep on buses has not been spent. Cutting phone lines, 175-350$, phones 
are not being used as much. Some programs use it excessively, so we will leave a few 
office phones. Spirit for homecoming, we initially, cut photographer, we cut tailgates 
completely because it was 450 or 475 that no one was excited about, participation is 
little. With feedback form tailgates, directors not worth their time or money. We cut 
her phone but might need it. PR cut phone, they are heightening their stuff they 
hand out.  

Mains: Do directors know the cuts are happening? 

Dunn: Yes they know that we could give them nothing after their proposal. The most 
important thing is take the advice and find out if it is right, go back to directors and 
find out how directors feel.  



Murdock: I email all directors after we make cuts and have questions on. I notify 
them on all changes so they know. 

Dunn: Confirmation notification process; came up last year when programs changed 
intent of money placement. It is important that what you vote on and set budget is 
you priority and statement, I propose this process that has flexibility.  

IT got scrapped because it was called micromanaging. There might have been one or 
two that said that it was overstepping bounds. Bring the hatred of this idea from 
directors to meeting.  

Nesbitt: is there a way to have these reports edited? It was unprofessional. 

Dunn: it is only about transferring funds, and knowing when they are changed 
around. Bring that up to a VP that oversees those. 

Cristando: Is there a way to change it to we limit how much money is being 
transferred? 

Dunn: Proportionally we should look at percents not numbers. I will bring it up next 
week in admin meeting. Elections- please get people to run and vote, do a great job 
at this transformation process, it allows new senators and witness budgeting 
process. Hopefully this allows efficiency.  

Mains: Has anyone talked to Danny about Homecoming election process? She is still 
concerned about the voting. I will work on that then. 

Polukoff: Can freshman run? 

Dunn: No, it counts them out, I am talking about potential seats that would be 
nonvoting seats. If you have concerns, start thinking about how to take action with 
them. If someone leaves, they could have the chance to apply. 

Dale: What if there is no physical way for the candidate to be at the Monday 
orientation? 

Dunn: Have them talk to Janet.  

Mains: If you talk to her, you will have her come to answer other questions if you 
have ran before. 

Dunn: LI fee is important now that we are talking bout fee based program. Once it is 
broken it cannot be changed without student vote, do not talk about it lightly. It is 
really important to think ahead. You do not have a senate meeting 24th, there is a 
huge banquet at the Baxter. Brandi…Since she came in she took our program and 
turned it into a fiscal machine. Her work is incredible.  

Mains: Are we doing a group thing for Brandi? 

Oak: I do have something planned, but lets communicate that. 



Oak: I will be passing office hours sheet around to change. ON the back is a word 
written, laser tag event is on Tuesday, let’s form a team in the evening. Thank you 
for limiting questions on budget. We are done with budgeting except for Hannah. BE 
concerned with how these programs affect constituents. Like with CE cutting 
comedy show. Met with exec team and pres and provost for breakfast, she was 
interested in what happens in senate, if you have questions ask me later. Finally, just 
noticed there were side convos, I will call that out more. We dress nice because we 
have respect. 

Green: There has been a lot of talking back, keep these running smoothly. We want 
to keep moving a long. Follow rules. Con audit committee meets 3:10 Mondays. Tom 
stump had an engineer look at sob barn, talk to us in two weeks.  

Oak: We got bogged down in amendment process, I will shape that up. Please put on 
computers instead of prints. 

Nesbitt: Posters go up tomorrow for world cup, tryouts, I have Tally and myself. We 
are taking tryouts. 

Rowe: With the IT counsel Feb 12th there is room for public comment; we have a 
presentation about CRM. Met with AIC doing cool things in Wilson, parliamentary 
workshop. Streamline meeting today, talking about emerging technology, talk about 
app push system. Takes location and tells you closest spot and time. Talk about 
automated.. stop annunciation. Public relations talk to Andrew he is excited about 
new materials.  

Mains: We have a meeting with spirit tomorrow about budget, photographer is 
student fee, Roberts rules, let us know if you need help with those. Next meeting I’ll 
be leaving early.  

Dunn: Poly task force tomorrow, if you have anything yo want to see or say let me 
know, advisory counsel idea. Let me know immediately.  

Mains: Mentioned Danny Clark has concerns about homecoming turn out, she wants 
someone to talk to about it.  

Green: Policy tasks force, you can come to me about it as well. 

Erwin: I spoke with… former pres of engineer without borders, looking to do 
something for credit option. Fermentation science or minor.  

Cowles: I apologize for obnoxious conduct, I also apologize to Marshall for my 
snarky comment... integrate programs if we have funding.. IT services, duel poll for 
tasks force, outdoor rec fee... Serving things on campus if you have input on space 
shortage. 

Dale: Get past email communication, when we review her budget, we should give 
her support she has taken many things that are not her deal into herself.  



Dunn: The unique things about tat program this year, it turned out unlike the 
proposal. See how we feel about that program that isn’t as chaotic, Aubrey is doing 
an amazing job. It was not executed by intently.  

Polukoff: The climbing wall expansion is still working on funding and presentation, 
the bike room as well has a meeting tomorrow. We have the money for that but we 
don’t know what we are going to do with it.  

Oak: Senate announcements. 

Dale: Collegiate .. women entered separate can drive for can the Griz, we won .. 
Aggies online. Tyson foods is donating 30,000 pounds of chicken to Bozeman food 
bank. We are going to send part of it to Missoula or Helena. Pay attention to 
students.  

Cowles: Last weekend was the greatest because the Seahawks won… I would advise 
people about washing your hands.. Bozeman plague.  

Mains: We had people threaten their life cause of weather, stay warm. Political 
actions director, … we need to voice opinions power point for drivers ed classes, we 
need more student input. Keep involvement in city. Pre law club, another meeting 
next week, 12-1, voice training, to get task force done. 8-12 events this month. 
Under the radar courthouse tours.  

Rowe: Request my absence be removed, I would be really pleased, I am selling roses 
for a charity. 

Monteith: I am presenting to classes about elections and ASMSU, resolution I was 
working on for sports coordinator, I haven’t had tome to email yet but we want to 
move forward with this and not affect teachers or students. 

Oak: Working at a news station we produced a story of the climbing wall expansion. 
There is a polar bear dive in Special Olympics.  

Erwin moves to adjourn. 

Seconded by Kirby. 

Meeting adjourns at 8:58 pm. 

 

 

 

 

 



 


